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Therapy Stool Care and Maintenance

Quest 88 limited

Keep wheels free of dirt, hair and other loose fibres.

Aston Street, SHIFNAL, ShropshireTF11 8DW
tel: +44 (0)1952 463050 fax: +44 (0)1952 463077

Do not clean any part of the Therapy stool with bleach or solvent cleaners.
Clean metal work with a slightly damp cloth.

USER INSTRUCTIONS

Caution must be taken through use, transport and storage not to drop or knock the Therapy
stool. Do not store other equipment on top of the stool or its accessories as this may cause
damage.

Quest Therapy Stool

Check the cover for signs of tearing or split seams. Wash at 40 degrees using standard
non-bio detergents. Do not tumble dry. Allow plenty of time for the cover to dry out
thoroughly.

These are the user instructions for Quest
Therapy Stools. Please read them carefully
before assembling and using the Therapy
Stool and store them in a safe place. Always
refer to these instructions before adjusting
the set up of the Therapy Stool , or if you feel
the stool is not performing properly.

Ensure the hand lever which controls the angle of the seat unit tightens up fully and holds
the angle of the seat unit.
Check the plastic base for signs of cracks. If the base is cracked or heavily damaged, take
the stool out of service and contact Quest 88.

Intended Use
Quest Therapy Stools are intended to be used as an sitting aid for physiotherapists.
DO NOT EXCEED WEIGHT LIMITS SET OUT ON THE FRONT OF THESE
INSTRUCTIONS.
A LEVEL OF SUPERVISION APPROPRIATE TO THE USER’S ABILITY SHOULD BE
APPLIED AT ALL TIMES
Do not use the therapy stool on any inclined surface or steps and stairs.
Do not store the therapy stool where it may block access to doors, walkways or fire
exits.
The therapy stool has been tested and checked by Quest 88 limited engineers. Any
adjustments or alterations which are not listed in these instructions should not be made
without the authorisation of a Quest 88 limited representative. Any such adjustments will
affect the stool’s warranty. Quest 88 limited do not take any responsibility for any therapy
stool which has been adapted or affected by actions not described in these instructions
by any individual not authorised by Quest 88 limited.

Identification
Each therapy stool has a label with a QU number, date and the initials of the checker written
on it. Do not remove this label. Always quote the QU number during any correspondence
with Quest which refers to the therapy stool.

These instructions also include a guide to
maintenance and general care. If followed,
the Therapy Stool will provide trouble free
service. However, in the event of any severe
deterioration in performance, take the
Therapy Stool out of service immediately
and contact Quest 88 limited.

seat unit

Quest Therapy Stools, Assembly
Quest Therapy Stools are delivered ‘flat
packed’ and require a small amount of
assembly. The stool consists of three parts;
the seat unit, the height adjustment column
and the base and castors.
These three items fit together without the
need for tools.
Place the base, castors down, on the floor.
Insert the black end of the height adjustment
column into the circular hole in the center of
the base. Push down on the column until it
feels firm in the base.
Turn the seat unit upside down and locate
the hole on the underside of the unit. Fit
this hole onto the silver end of the height
adjustment column and press down until the
seat unit feels firmly in place.
Sit on the seat unit to fully locate the items
together.
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Maximum User Weight = 100kg
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Setting Up for Use
Height Adjustment
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Fitting the Loose Cover onto the Therapy
Stool
The loose cover for the therapy stool is made
from a waterproof, Teflon coated material
which complies with all relevant fire safety
standards. It is lined with a thin layer of foam
to help cushion the seat.

height control
lever

The therapy stool has a 10cm range of height
adjustment. The stool adjusts in the same way
as most office chairs. The therapy stool can be
adjusted down whilst the user is sat on the stool,
however, the user will need to stand up to raise
the height of the stool.
To adjust the height of the stool, lift up the lever
on the right hand side of the stool. Adjust the
stool to the desired height and let go of the lever.
The height of the stool will lock once the lever
is released.

The loose cover can be removed for cleaning,
although regular cleaning with a damp cloth
will keep the cover in good condition.

angle control
lever

Seat Angle Adjustment

There is a pocket running around the
underside of the loose cover. This pocket
fits around the edge of the seat and hold
sthe cover in place.
To fit the cover, fit the pocket over the front
edge of the seat first. Keep pulling the pocket
over one side of the seat, up to the handle
on the back of the seat.

The seat has a sprung loaded angle adjustment
mechanism. When the seat is level, the spring
is compressed, so once the lever which controls
angle adjustment is released, the seat will
automatically tilt forwards.

With the front edge and one side of the
seat covered, carefully pull the cover over
the other side, ensuring that the pocket is
not creased or folded on the underside of
the seat.

To release the angle adjustment mechanism,
pull the lever up. When the mechanism is
released, the seat can be tilted. Once the seat
is at the desired angle, push the lever down to
set the angle.
therapy stool

stool adjustments

therapy stool loose cover fitting

Hook the end of the pocket over the last
exposed corner of the seat and smooth the
loose cover down.

therapy stool with loose cover
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